
Primary Mathematics 
Support for schools 2019/20

Plan your school’s mathematics professional development through 
the year to maximise the impact on learning

       Leaders have made good use of 
professional advice from Herts for Learning, 
especially in the drive to improve the 
teaching of mathematics. For example, you 
have introduced a new approach to support 
teachers with planning the mathematics 
curriculum, and you have invested wisely in 
training for subject leaders and teachers.

Ofsted short inspection of 
Holywell Primary School 

(November 2017)

Primary mathematics teaching and learning advisory services 
Our mathematics advisers are innovative, highly skilled classroom practitioners and leaders who work with schools and 
academies to develop excellent mathematics teaching and learning.
Our range of professional development supports schools to address a full range of development focuses.
We also offer bespoke adviser packages to meet specific needs. 

Examples of focuses include:
  developing a carefully structured and sequenced curriculum
  enhancing modelling and the use of concrete pictorial abstract representations
  stretching all learners through effective challenge
  enhancing mental fluency
  creating problem-solving and reasoning-rich classrooms
  securing age-related expectations
  addressing misconceptions and gaps to accelerate learning

To arrange a bespoke consultancy  visit both within and outside of Hertfordshire,  
call 01438 845111 or email training@hertsforlearning.co.uk

01438 845111                    
hertsforlearning.co.uk



 

Primary Mathematics support for schools 2019/20
Autumn Spring Summer  

Becoming a highly effective mathematics subject leader
Five strategically timed sessions to support leaders across the year
Course code: 19MAT/031P

Taking control of the mathematics curriculum
Course code: 19MAT/029P

Mental mathematics
Find out the 5 reasons why we should teach 
mental maths 
Course code: KS1: 19MAT/035P
Course code: LKS2: 19MAT/036P
Course code: UKS2: 19MAT/037P

Reasoning to problem solve
Reason to find a starting point to solve 
unfamiliar problems 
Course code: KS1: 19MAT/041P
Course code: LKS2: 19MAT/042P
Course code: UKS2: 19MAT/043P

Developing effective fluency sessions
Course Code: 19MAT/044P  

Achieving mathematical age-related 
expectations
Course code: Y2: 19MAT/038P
Course code: Y6: 19MAT/039P

Intervening effectively
The what and the how to
Course code: 19MAT/040P

Assessing pupil outcomes in the 
mathematics curriculum
Course code: 19MAT/047P

Creating challenge
Add depth and challenge to tasks, vary 
representations and ask ‘what if’
Course code: KS1: 19MAT/050P
Course code: LKS2: 19MAT/051P
Course code: UKS2: 19MAT/052P

Scaffolding learning
Develop a range of scaffolding approaches at 
different stages of the teaching sequence
Course code: KS1: 19MAT/048P
Course code: KS2: 19MAT/049P

Achieving mathematical age-related 
expectations
Course code: Y2: 19MAT/046P
Course code: Y6: 19MAT/045P

Securing greater depth in Year 2 
mathematics and English
Course code: MAT/19/7/P 

Intervening effectively
The what and the how to
Course code: MAT/19/5/P 

Monitoring the impact of your 
mathematics curriculum
Course code: 20MAT/001P

Effective mathematics leadership: 
planning the year ahead
Course code: MAT/19/5/P

Enhancing teachingDeveloping leadershipKEY: Securing learning

Hallmarks of effective professional development
The Ofsted "Education Inspection framework: overview of research" (January 2019) 
identifies a number of indicators of effective professional development including that:
  •  leaders have a clear and ambitious vision for providing high-quality, training to all. 
  •   leaders focus on improving staff’s subject and pedagogical knowledge to enhance teaching of the 

curriculum and the appropriate use of assessment.

Effective professional development according to Cordingley et al (2015) outlines that it: 

Source: ‘Developing Great Teaching – Lessons from the international reviews into effective professional development’, 
London: Teacher Development Trust, 2015. P Cordingley, S Higgins, T Greany, N Buckler, D Coles-Jordan, B Crisp, R Coe,
L Saunders and T Greany.

P   is relevant to the everyday work of teachers 
P   is practical to support experimentation in  the 

classroom
P  develops subject knowledge and pedagogy
P  has clear goals and progression

P   helps teachers believe they can make a 
difference to pupil outcomes

P  is built upon underlying theory or rationale 
P  fosters teachers’ metacognitive skills

       Thank you for the ongoing 
support of your amazing team. 
We always benefit greatly from 

their support. Can’t speak
                      highly enough! 

Leigh Humphries, Headteacher 
The Leys Primary and Nursery School 

Stevenage

     I am always so impressed with everything 
that ‘Herts for Learning’ do. Yet again you

     have surpassed all of my expectations.

Claire Dawson, Headteacher 
Aston Fence J & I School 

SheffieldFor details of all our training opportunities and to book a place, please visit: cpd.hertsforlearning.co.uk



Developing effective fluency sessions in mathematics
Fluency sessions – the what, why, when and how. 

A day of training which includes a complete suite of resources 
to support teachers back in school.

Wednesday 27th November 2019 9:00am - 4:00pm
Hertfordshire Development Centre, Stevenage

Course code: 19MAT/044P

Making sense of ‘x’ - building multiplication fluency in LKS2 (phases 2, 3 and 4)
An 11-week long research project to support teachers to provide children with a progressive pathway through 
multiplication concepts such as group structure, co-ordinating units, associative and distributive law.

For more information and details of forthcoming project start dates, please visit: http://bit.ly/HfL_MSX

Improving progress 
in mathematics
A year-long research 
project to develop strategic 
leadership and improve 
the quality of provision so 
that pupils make strong 
progress in mathematics.
For more information and 
details of forthcoming 
project start dates, please 
visit: http://bit.ly/HfL_IPMP

35 schools in 
2017-18 cohorts

Average increase in 
KS2 progress measure 

for mathematics of 
+0.6 compared to 

previous year.

Source: Data from the 2017-18 Herts for Learning (HfL) Improving Progress in Mathematics Project

2019-20 Mathematics Research Projects

   We were delighted 
with the support received 

in evaluating and developing 
maths provision across our 

school. There was a significant 
improvement in our outcomes 

as a result of being part
                     of the project.  

Liz Ormonde, Headteacher 
Micklem Primary School 

Hemel Hempstead 

01438 845111                    
hertsforlearning.co.uk


